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Abstract feature selectien is required  when  using  the Independent Component  Analysis (ICA) in feature extrac-

tion for pattern classification.  Selection during ICA  might  provide a  better candidate  set  of  features. We  propose

a  supervised  ICA  with  a  selectlve  prior  for the demixing coeMcients  so  that  those features with  higher significance

in discrimination could  emerge  easier  during the learning. We  formulate the  learning rule  for the supervised  ICA  in

a  form of  the natural  gradient appreach  and  develop the algorithm  of  supervised  ICA  in facial expression  allalysis.

The  eficiency  of  the propesed algorithm has been investigated by numerical  experimenbs,
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1. Introduction

 In ai]  appearancebased  method  for fatial expression  recog-

nitTon,  featllres for classfication  are  erctracted  by projecting

the  image  into a  subspaoe  that is rnost  signMcant  in discrim-

inating samples  into a  predefined number  of  clusters.  Di-

rect  optimization  of  some  specified  criteria  of  separability,  as

the  linear or  nontinear  discrimination allalysis  does, might

cause  heavy  everfitting  because the dimensien of  image  is

usually  much  largrer than the size of  training  set.  Primary

Component  Analysis (PCA) and  ICA  focus on  e)ctra(rting

some  statistical  properties  ef  samples.  which  to some  extend

improve  the generality of  extracted  features. In fat:ial ex-

pression recognitien,  some  fhcts suggest  that  ICA  rnight  be

more  effective  than  PCA  in feature extraction,  Fboial e)cpres-

sion  consists  of  those  features standing  for minor,  non-rigid,

local variations  of  fA£ es,  which  are  usually  1ess significant

in PCA  bases than  those for lighting, head pose, and  per-

sonal  difference, [1] FUrther, the  phase spectrum,  related  to

higher-order statistios,  contains  more  structural  information

in images that drives human  perception than  the power  spec-

trum. I2] The  importance  of  higher-order statistics  in natural

images to  the  response  properties of  cortical  cells has been

explored  in REfs. [3] [4] [5], and  the  extraction  of  higher-order

statistics  by nieans  of ICA was  discussed in Ref. [6]. ICA  has

been  applied  to the faee recognition  in Ibef. [2] and  to the

facial expression  analysis  in Ref. I7], where  the efficiency  of

ICA  was  verMed.

 In the classieal  ICA, the  derived independent  components

are  fully exchangeable  in order,  i,e., permutatioll ambiguity,

where  the  original  order  provides no  inforrnation on  the  sig-

nificance  of  compenerits  in discrimination. A  feature selec-

tien is neoessary  te be performed along with  the feature ex-

traction. The  selection  can  be applied  before, after  or  during

ICA.  In Ref. [2], Best  Indivkiual Feature (BIF) selection  was

adopted where  features were  chosen  according  to sorne  de-

fined criteria  individually, Methods  by means  of  Sequential

Fbrward  Selection (SFS) and  Sequential Floating Forward

Selection (SFFS) were  also proposed. [8] Since the selection

is performed  after  ICA, the  features are  limited to be chosen

from the set  of  the obtained  independent  compenenbs.  Tb

create  a  candidate  set with  enough  representative  features in

discrimination, a  iarge number  of  independent  components

should  be  learned. which  may  be  computationally  expensive.

It is meaningfu1  to seanch  for a  way  to affect  the selection

of  features before or  during  ICA.  The  Generalized Eigen-

space  Method  based on  Class-features (GEMC) [9] makes  a

selectioll  before ICA by heuristically replacing  PCA  with  a

discriminant analysis  as the pre-processing to ICA,  whi.ch

still Iacks a  mathernatical  e)cplanation.  ICA  in a  loca] facial

residue  space  is also proposed  for face recegnition,  which

uses  the pr"specified residue  space  to limit the  selection  of

independent  components  before applying  ICA. [10]
  In the present paper, we  consider  an  appreach  to imple-

ment  the  feature selection  during the  search  of  independent

components.  A constraint  ICA has been  propesed  for the

analysis  ef  electroenoephalograrn  (EEG) signals,  where  al1

component  should  be sparse  and  close  to a  supplied  refer-

eoce  signal  by including a  correlation  term.ill] In ouT  case,

we  try to  design a  method  to 1et those components  with
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higher degree of  separatien  emerge  t:asier than  others,  Ex-

actly, from  the  aspect  ef  information  maximization,  the  clas-

sical  ICA  is computed  under  the scheTne  ef  Maximum  Log-

Liko1ihood(MLL) estimation,  [12] Instead of  using  the uni-

form prier for demixing coefficients  in MLL,  we  take the

Maximum  a  Posteriori(MAP) estimation,  A  prior defined

on  the degree of  separation  is introduoed  o]  the  dernixing

coeMcients,  which  in turn inereases the probability of  the

corresponding  component  to be signMcant  in claSsfication.

 rn Section 2, we  will  formulate the  supervised  ICA  and

give the algorithm for fatial expressien  recognition.  In See-

tion 3, numerical  experiments  are  made  and  the  performsnce

efour  proposed algorithm is imrestigated by making  oompaF

ison with  the  cLassical  ICA.  We  alse  discuss on  the influence

ef  the introdueed  selective  prior. Finally, we  summarize  the

present paper  and  explain  our  future work,

  2. Supervised  lndependent  Component

     Analysis

 We  first formulate the supervised ICA. Let V ;  [y(kOlk E

{1,･･･,K},i E  {1,･･･,IVL}] be the  tnatrix  of  N  observed

sarnples  from  K  classes  with  IVI samples  in the  k-th class

and  satisly  N  =  £ f.,M. The  i-th sample  of  class  k,

y{") =  IySki),･･･,ySki)]T, is a  D-dimensienal vector.  Pre-

vided Y  as  the  training data set, the  classical  ICA  assumes

that these sarnples  are  genersSed  ffom Q  statistically inde-

pendent  sources.  S ==  ts("Olk E {1,-･･,K},i E  {1,''',M}]
represents  the signals  generated by those sources,  where

s[kD  .  [sgki),...,seki)]T corresponds  to y(ki). Tliose sigrials

frem diffepent seurces  are  1inearly mixed,  i.e., Y  =  VS,  where

the D-row Q-colurnri rnatrix  V  is for the mixing  coeMcients,

The  purpese  of  ICA  is to seamh  for the  coeMcients  V  that

malces  the seuroes  as  statistically  independerrt as  possible. If

we  1et W  =  V-i  be the inverse (or pseudo-inverse) of  V,

W  is the demixing  matrix  and  satisfies  S =  IVY. Fb: any

sample  y, the extracted  feature in ICA  wi11 be  s =  Wy.  Nete

that we  comsider  the  noiseless  case  in the  present paper,

 Bell and  Sejnawski have proposed  an  algorithrn from the

viewpoint  of  infbrmation maximizatien,  where  V  is learned

from samples  by maximizing  the  logelikelihood criterien  [12],
i.e.

 VGoA  =:  arg  mx  log P(Y[V).  (1)
         v

Motivated by the reas[ins  described in the introduction, we

Dearch  for a  way  to make  a  selection  ef  features during ICA

so  that  those independent  components  with  higher degpee of

separation  are  easier  to emergo  than  others,  which  is achiffved

by introducing a  prior distTibution for the  coefficients.  We

derive the 1earning rules  by rneans  of  the MAP  estimation,

where  V  is ebtained  by maximizing  the  fo11cvwing criterion,

i.e.,

 V;icA =  argmaxlogP(VIY)
          v

      =  arg  rnax'[logP(YIV)  +  log P(V)].
          v

As  in the cLassica]  ICA, logP<YIV) is derivod as  [12]

 legP(YIV)

  =  logfP(YIXs)p(s)ds

  
=

 
iogf

 II[ 4 Iil ti{ySkO - >l]cv2tqsSk`))}
    xnnfia{,ski)}ds

      klg

(2)

  =-NioglVl+2ZZIogA{2[v-']gdyEk`'K3)

              kie  d

with  6{x} being the  Dirac delta funetien. Without  special

explanations,  ic varies  ffom 1 to K  while  i varies  from 1 to M
for the suffixos of  sumrnation  here and  hereafter, We  define

the prior as  fo11(vws:

  p(v);P(W)=IIRv(wg),  (4)
               g

 Rv(tv) =  rk exp{Aw[ML.(Y)  
-
 Ml..(Y)]wT},  (5)

where  zvg  =  [wei,･･･,wqD],W =  [wT,･･･,uiSIT. Z.  is

the partition function while  ML.(Y) and  Ml..(Y) are  the

between-class scatter  matrix  and  within-class scatter  matrix,

dafined by Eqs.(6) and  {7).

  Mise(Y) `t  k£ Mllifk)'Vl127 (6)
            h

          1

 M;ec(Y)=N £ 211u(k`)-V[")ll2. (7)
            ki

We  define ML(Y)  =  Mbe(Y) -  ML..(Y) for short.  ffk} repre

sents  the mean  vector  for sarnples  in class  k and  Y is the  rnean

value  for all samples.  A is s  hyper-parameter  introduced to

control  the influence of  the  prior. Fbr A >  O, an  independent

cornponent  whose  dernixing ooeMcients  are  of  1arger degree

af  separation  wi11 hffve a  higher prior prebability. Exactly,

there are  several  choioes  for the prior, which  should  aJse  coiit-

cide  with  the  following prooess ef  elassification.  In out  case,

we  tala3 the  forrn ef  subtraction  between the  between-class

scatter  matrix  and  withintlass  scatter  matrix  so  that  the

prior could  be controlled  te avoid  passible singularity We

maximine  the  MAP  criterien

log P(VIY) =  log P(;VIY)

=  N  iog 1W1 +  22  EI) iog pu{Z  w,dy2kO}

           kig  d

  +AtvMl(Y)w'  +  Const (8)
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under  the censtraints  of  1lw4lI =1  for all qE  {1,･･･,Q}, by

differentiating the criterion  with  respect  to wgd  aceording  te

the  fo11owing rule, i.e.,

  a.O,, 10g IW'1 
= ILV'i]dq =  Vlg. (g)

The  differential reads

                         Jll(E]w,dy2k`))
alOgilli{,\

 
S4i)
 

;

 lvLlaa + >l] \ pk(S.,,ysk:))YSkt)
                            d

             +2A2wqt[M}CY}]td･ (10)
                 t

We  take f]L(x) ct  cosh(x>  and  rewrite  these differential equa-

tions  for al1 wgd  into a  compact  form as  one  matrix  differen-

tial which  is defined as component-wise  differentiation, i,e.,

a
 
iog

 
oPw(X

 
W)

 =N{vT"  ll} tanh[s]y'+  liiAi wM.  (y)}, cii)

where  tanh(Sl means  the calculation  of  tanh  over  al1 el"

ments  in matrix  S. Due to the  existence  ef  inverse matrix

V  which  is computcrtienally  expensive  in the iterative learn-

ing, we  adept  the natural  gradient approach,  proposed  by

Amari [13], to derive the  learning rule:

  A;v=n  {O ;OgoPw(iZ W)  ] wTvv
     =  Nn{I - ie tanh{s]s'  +  llltiwM} (y)w'}v-c o2)

where  n is the learning :ate,  Comparing with  the classica1

ICA,  our  supervised  ICA  holds a  prior term  for demixing

coefficients.

  When  applied  to facial expressien  recognition,  the  super-

vtsed  ICA  is performed on  the PCA  coeMcients  instead of

directly on  the image  data X, i.e,, Y  ± ;UPcAX.  wacA
is the matrix  of  PCA  eigenvectors.  Since al1 eigen-vectors

that correspond  to nenzero  eigen-values  in PCA  are  adopted,

there is no  information lost during this preprocessing. The

updating  rule  is finally derived as  fo11ows:

  vv(`+') ==  w(') +  Nn{J - ktanh[s('}][s(t)]T
         +kAw(t)ua(y)[w[t)]T}w(t). (13)

  The algorithm for the  supervised  ICA  is surnmarized  in 1la-

ble 1 and  the final bases for extracting  features are  computed

as  VVb =  VVWPcA. Instead of  using  a  Langrange  multiplier,

we  simply  implement  the constraint  I[tv,11 =  1in  Step (b) of

lible 1. Exactly, the  scale  of  wg  should  not  affect the  sparse-

iess  of  derived components  in the classical  ICA, i.e., scale

ambiguity.  As a  fix-point learning algr)rithm, the  behavior

of  convergence  is still not  fuily predictahle. The  introduction

of  Step (b) requires  a  different 1earning rate  and  a  different

oonvergence  threshold. Therefore, it is difficult to rnake  a

Thble1  The  learning algorithrn  of  the  supervised  ICA

 a)  Initialize W  and  calculate  Mb,(Y)  
-

 Mtuc(Y);

 b) Normalize ;V by rows  so  that 1lwqIi= 1;

 c)  Calculate S  from  S =  WY;

 d) CalculateAW;

 e) Upclate W  by W  -  IV +  AW;

 f) Calculate logP(Y;V).  If the  differenoc be

tween  two  iterations is less than  a  threshold,  exit.

lf net,  repeat  (b) to (f).
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      EstimatedLabelValue

z:  =  argmin  EI6. -  TIXy(k)l12
        k

A  block diagram for the  preces6ing  fiDws in botb  the  iearn-

ing phase and  the  run]ing  phase of facial exptes$ion  recog-

nition.  All input iTnage data will  be nermalized  in fsce

position and  histogram-equal}zed as  preprocessings.

N
Fig.Nor2

M bi&
   Hap  Ang fea Dis Sad  Sur

Some  samples  in our  numerical  experiments  frern the

JAFFE  database. (Ner: Norrnal Hap: Happiness Ang:

Anger  Flea: Flear Dis: Disgust Sad, Satlness Sur; Snrprise)
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precise analysis  on  the influence of  Step  (b), Ftom  numer-

ical experiments,  whese  data  are  not  given in the ptesent

paper, we  hffve found no  significant  differences in the recog-

nitien  rate  caused  by  applying  Step  (b) to  the  classical  ICA.

Fbr the  supervised  ICA, the  constraint  1lwg1I =1  is required

to stabilize  the infiuence of  the  prior term, which  alse helps

impreye the oonvergence  beimier of  the algorithm.

 Let fi =  [=.in E {1,･･･,j9}] be the  rnatrix  by putting
al1 testing images into different columns  and  j<r be the nurn-

ber of  samples  in the  testing set, We  define Z =  {zn E

{1,･･･,K}ln E  {1,･･･,jC}} to represent  the true classified

labels for obseryed  data, and  define a  recognition  rate  as

        N-

 rc=i-}26(zn,z;),  (14)
        n=1

where  6{x, y) is the  Kreneclter delta. z;  is the  estimated  label

value  which  is estirnated  aocording  to the foll(vwing eriterien

 z;=argminils.-Wifk)[12  (ls)
        k

and  sn  =  TVkxn. A  block diagram for the  whole  process is

given in Fig. 1.

  3. ExperimentsandDiscussions

 Different from  the compact  coding  in PCA,  ICA  performs

sparse  coding,  i.e,, each  pattern cou}d  be represented  only

by a  srnal1  set  ef  the bases. The mximurn  nurnber  of  bases

is unbounded  and  no  inforTnation of  disc rimination  from the

trainillg dataset is explicitly  included. As a  result,  there is

no  guarantee on  whether  the features we  have extracted  are

really  significant  in diserirni,nation er  net,  because we  could

never  obtain  the  whole  set  of  indepedent  components.  With

a  worse  candidate  set,  even  the post  selection  might  fai1 to

provide satisfiable  results.  A  consklerable  way  to  malte  im-

prewnentsistoapplytheseleetionduringthesearchofindcr

pendent  companents  so  that a  better candidate  set  could  be

found, which  is the  rnajor  idea ofour  proposed  algorithm. In

the following numerical  experiments,  we  therefore  wi11 focus

on  the comparison  between the supervised  ICA  and  the  clas-

sical ICA  under  the  sarne  conditioms  to investigate the  effect

b)T introducing  the prior term  and  by changing  the  hyper-

pararneter A. The  database  we  are  using  is the Japanese

Fbmale  Facial Expression (JAFFE) Database  [14], which  in-

cludes  213 iipages in total. IAle llormalize  these irnages and

pick tip 7'6 images  to form thd  training set.  The  otrtained

bases are  tested both on  the  training set  and  a  testiug set

consisting  of  the  remaining  137  images, Some  nor[na!ized

samples  are  given in Fig. 2. All iiriages are  resized  to 32 x40

pixels. Thus  the  dimension  of  x.  is 1280  and  the  dimen-

sien  of  Y  is D  =  76, which  is the  number  of  all nonzero

eigen-values  in PCA  on  the training set,
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Fig. 3 Reeognitien rate  r.  is pletterl as  a  function of  the  nurnber

     of  independent components  IVIc under  different A for (a)
     the training  set  of  sarnples  and  (b) the  tesimg  set,  The

     supervised  ICA  (slCA) outperfbrrns  the  clasBical ICA, es-

     pecially  for a  meclian  NIc･

 We  first plot the recognition  rate  rc as  a  function ef  the

number  of  independent  components  (IVic), which  is equal

to Q  in Section 2, for the training set  and  the testing set

undeT  different )t values  in Fig. 3 (a) and  (b), respectively,

The  learning rate  n is set  to be O.OooOl for all cases.  We

find that higher recognition  rates  hasFe been achieved  by in-
cluding  the se1ective  prior for almost  al1 IVIc values,  which

suggest  that  a  better set  of  candidate  fefftures can  be  found

by the  supervised  ICA. Dfferent from those discrimination

allalysises  which  make  direct optimizatiens  on  some  critel

ria  of  sqparability,  the supervised  rCA includes the selenive

prior enly  to affect  the se!ection  of  independent  components

without  deteriororting the sparseness.  In Fig. 4 (a} and  (b),
we  further investigate the transition of  recognition  rate  as  a

function ef  i at  different Mc. Fbr  both the  cases  of  training

set  and  testing set, the recognition  rates  first asoend  with

the inerease of  A and  then  desoend vvhen  A geets too  large

and  causes  a  heavy bias on  the sparseness  of  the obtained
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independent  components,  Therefore, a  tradeoff between the

sparseness  and  the  diserirnination degree should  be taken to

achieve  the best results,

 We  define the  degree of  separation  d.(w) as d.(w) =

u:Ms(Y)wT,  which  is plotted in Fig. 5 for the case  of

Nic =  35. Each  vertical  bar represents  one  independent

component.  Starting from  the sarne  initial values  denoted

by the rectangles,  the  final values  of  d.(w) for both the cases

)L =  O.e and  A =  O.4 are  given by the  triangles and  the stars,

respectively.  Fbr al1 components,  the  ratio  of  separatien  in-

creases  with  a  large A, which  proves the  affect of  the  prior

term.  As  a  result,  those components  with  higher degree of

separation  improve  the reccbgnitien  rate.  In Fig. 6, we  visu-

alize  the base from the  1cth, the 1lth, and  the 27th cemp}

nents  from ICA, slCA  with  A =  O.3 and  slCA  with  X =  O.6.

With  the increasing of  A, the aroa  ernphasized  by the  com-

ponents, such  as  the eyebrew  and  nage,  gets broader, which

inight  be the  reasen  for improved  discrimination. Due to the

use  of  natural  gradient approach,  the local eptimal  of  slCA

is near  to those of  ICA  for a  given initialiration. A  selectioll

over  a  wider  Tange  requires  an  estimating  method  that could

jump between dfierent 1ocal eptimals,  e.g,  saJnpling.

         ICA{A=O.O)  EICA(A=O.3)  slCA{A=O.6)

10th IC

Fig. 4

                (b)
ltecognition rate  rc  is plotted  as  a  function af A at  dif

ferent Mc  for (a) the  training  set  of  saTnples  and  (b) the
testing set. The  learning rate  n is set  to be O.OOOOI for

all the cases. A  preperly selected  A helps improve the

perfo[munce,

mo

T
,1

.1ritidY"iFleulvrk-a.o.D)

.FNVth-.4

11th JC

27th IC

AeOs38

 -cog86

 4oo!g...

-1"ooos
 va ls n  as

ltul"otlndepordetOctmpor-tpe)mss

Fig. 5 Degiee of  separation  d.{w) is plotted for the case  of

     NIc  =  35. Esch  vertical  bar stands fdr one  independent

     compenent.  Starting from the  sarne  initial values  denoted

     by the  rectangles,  the  final vnlnes  of  d.(w) for beth the

     csses  A =  O.O end  A =  O.4 are  given by the triangles and

     tbe stars,  Tespectively.

    Fig. 6 Seme  basis images for the case  of  IVIc  =  35.

 Although geveral  rnethods  for the feature seleetion  after

the learning of  ICA  were  proposed  in Ref. [8], they are  also

applicahle  to our  approach.  The sllpervised  ICA  intends to

search  for a  candidate  set  of  features with  higher degree of

separation  than  the classica1  ICA,  by selecting  features from

which  even  better recognition  rate  can  be achieved.  In Fig.

7{a) and  {b), we  make  a  eomparison  between  four methods,

i.e., the supervisod  ICA  with Bat  Individual Feature(BJF)

eeiection,  the supervised  ICA  without  BIF,  the classical  ICA

with  BIF, and  ICA  without  BIF.  In the  BIF  selection  ofthe

present paper, al1 featuTes are  sorted  in descendant  order

ef  their degree of  separation  ds(w), and  then  the fimst IVF

features are  selected  for classificatien.  We  note  that the  su-

pervised ICA  with  BIF  gives the best perforrnance, which

yerifies  the capacity  ef  the supervised  ICA  in tearning a bet-

ter candidate  set  of  features. We  also  find that the super-

yised  ICA  without  BIF still outperforms  the classicaHCA

with  BIF, which  confirms  the rebustness  ef  the supervised
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ICA  in recognitien  rate  by learning those independent com-

ponents  with  higher degree of  sepuratien  from samples  when

a  median  IVic is used.  On  the other  hand,  although  BIF

improves  the robustness  of  the performance over  the  whole

range  of  IVP, the  best recegnitien  rate  dees not  change much

only  by  means  of  BIF selectien  for the same  learning algo-

rithm, as  depicted in Figs. 7 (a) and  (b). This result  suggests

that learning a  candidate  set  ef  features with  higher dqgree

of  separation  might  be more  important  than  performing a

post selecttion, which  is the point where  the  supervised  ICA

outperforrns  the  classical  ICA.

tnder-
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             (b)
RDeognitiou rate  rc  is pletted as  a  function of  IVb, which

is the nurnber  of  features we  se1ect, for slCA  with  B!F,

slCA  without BIF, the  classical  ICA  with  BIF  and  ICA

wlthout  BIF, (a) R2sult for the  training set. (b) Result for
the testing set. wa  cen  find that  sinoe  the supervisecl  ICA

provides  s  bctter set  of  candidate  features, the superyised

ICA  with  BIF selection  hes the  best performan{}e.

4. Conclusion and  Nture  Work

 Utilization of  discrirni!iation information  frem  the  given
training dataset is essentiaJ  to a  suceessfu1  reoognition,  In

the classical  ICA, an  unsupervised  method  ef  feature e)etrae-

tion, no  classMcation  infonnation of  training set  is illcluded

explicitly.  wr  haye propesed a supervised  ICA  for facial ex-

p:ession recognition  in the  present paper. The  major  purpose

is to  improve  the  significanoe  ef  obtained  features in discrirn-

infftion. A  selective  prior has  been  introduoed to  the  classical

ICA  and  the  learning rule  is derived under  the  MAP  scheine.

We  made  numerical  experiments  to investigate the infiuence

of  nevr  prior term  and  make  comparison  with the classical

ICA.  Our method  shcrws  better performance  thari the classi-

cal  ICA,  especially  in increasing the  rebognition  rate  under  a

median  number  of  independent  components.  There  are  still

some  problems  left for us  to study,  such  as  the decision of

optimal  X and  the design of  a  better learning algorithm for

ftistef and  more  robust  convergence.  Investigation on  various

priers is also  a  part of  our  future work.
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